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Plumbing exams vary by state but most all states and local plumbing jurisdictions have adopted either the IPC
or the UPC plumbing codes. Typical exam sections include: Choose "Study Mode" to show answers as you
go. Administrative Policies and Procedures A plumbing permit is required for the replacement of which of the
following? Faucet A plumbing permit is not needed for the direct replacement of any plumbing fixture, except
for a water heater. However, if a fixture location is changed, a permit is required. In other words, you can
remove a toilet and replace it with a new one without the need for a permit. But, if you move the closest flange
in any way, a permit is required. This is true for all plumbing fixtures. Incorrect answer, please choose another
answer. The provisions for licensing are determined by which of the following: State Board of Plumbing b.
Authority having jurisdiction c. The responsible master plumber The authority having jurisdiction determines
the provisions for licensing. State Plumbing Boards determine requirements and provide testing of qualified
applicants to become licensed. Plumbing inspectors enforce codes adopted by the AHJ. All of the above It is
common for modern DWV systems to be tested with air. In the old days water was the most common means
of testing. When there is a leak that cannot be found easily, smoke can be used to expose the leak location.
Smoke is not used as a primary test method. Air is the test medium of choice. The testing of a DWV system is
to be conducted for a minimum of 15 minutes. The minimum test pressure is required to be 10 pounds per
square inch PSI. If only underground plumbing is being tested there must be one riser that is at least ten feet
above the main plumbing system. All pipe used in plumbing applications will have all of the following
markings except: Pressure rating in psi b. Nominal pipe size c. Length of pipe d. Brand names, psi rating, and
nominal pipe size are required. Fixtures What is the likely height of a handicap toilet? Eighteen inches is the
most common height of a standard handicap toilet. What is the minimum unobstructed opening of egress when
a shower door is installed for a typical shower? Recycling Gray Water 7. Which of the following is considered
to be the best method for connecting an indirect waste to a sanitary drainage system? Both a and b are equal d.
None of the above An air gap is believed to be superior to an air break for the protection of an indirect
wastepipe from back siphonage. Due to the nature of installation there is more risk of a backflow occurring
with an air break. Since air breaks have discharge piping entering a receptor it is feasible to have the sanitary
drain become clogged and back up, which could result in contaminated waste traveling back to the indirect
waste fixture. This is not possible when an air gap is used. Which of the following types of fixtures can be
served by a combination-waste-and-vent system? Bidets Combination-waste-and vent CWV systems do not
require independent vents on all fixtures. Instead of a vertical vent the fixtures approved for a CWV
installation are installed with oversized drains. Due to the larger drain diameter the fixture obtains the needed
air for drainage in the top section of the oversized piping. Urinals, toilets and bidets are not allowed to be
installed on CWV systems. You are connecting two back to back lavatories, two urinals and two water closets
to one horizontal branch. What are the maximum number fixtures that can be connected to a horizontal
branch? This is also called a circuit vent. Piping for building drains and horizontal drainage branches require
the installation of cleanouts. Spacing for these cleanouts is determined by the diameter of the drain and other
factors. In this scenario the drain pipe diameter is three inches. This drain has a running length of 77 feet.
During this run the pipe takes one degree turn. How many cleanouts are required for this installation? In our
example this requires two cleanouts for this rule. A cleanout is also required when the pipe changes direction
with an angle greater than 45 degrees. Since this pipe installation has a degree bend another cleanout is
required. Therefore, a total of three cleanouts are required. One trap arm may serve a total of how many
P-traps?
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How to Study Maths: The importance of maths for students has never been more prominent. Most university
courses include some level of maths while almost every profession uses maths in some form on a daily basis.
Maths is one of those subjects which you can easily spend hours studying but end up none the wiser. However
much you have studied, if you can not solve the problem on day of the test, you are lost. You may even end up
loving mathematics by the end of the blog post! To study maths you have to roll up your sleeves and actually
solve some problems. The more you practice answering maths problems, the better. There is no escaping this
reality, to do well in a Maths exam you need to have solved a LOT of mathematical problems beforehand. If
you have made any mistakes, you should review them and understand where your problem-solving skills let
you down. Understanding how you approached the problem and where you went wrong is a great way of
becoming stronger and avoiding the same mistakes in the future. Join thousands of students in our Maths
Group and experience the power of collaborative learning. Master the Key Concepts Do not try to memorise
the processes. It is much better and rewarding in the long-run to focus on understanding the process and logic
that is involved. This will help you understand how you should approach such problems in the future.
Understand your Doubts Sometimes you can get stuck trying to solve part of a maths problem and find it
difficult to move on to the next stage. You should avoid doing this and instead spend time trying to understand
the process of solving the problem. Once you have grasped an understanding of the initial problem, you can
use this as a stepping stone to progress to the remainder of the question. Maths requires time and patience to
master. It is a good idea to study with a friend who you can consult with and bounce ideas off when trying to
solve complex problems. Studying with music can help create a relaxing atmosphere and stimulate the flow of
information. Having suitable background music can foster an environment of maximum concentration. You
should include their meanings, some key points and even some sample answers so you can consult them at any
time and recap. Apply Maths to Real World Problems As much as possible, try to apply real-world problems
when approaching maths. Maths can be very abstract sometimes so looking for a practical application can help
change your perspective and assimilate ideas differently. Probability, for example, can be used in everyday life
to predict the outcome of something happening and determine whether you want to take a risk such as if you
should buy a lottery ticket or gamble.
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Chapter 4 : GMP Publications - ECA Academy
many times a week you will practice, when you will practice, and for how long. If the team you coach isn't a school team,
you'll need to decide where you will practice also.
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